Blockchain PSIG

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – Blockchain Special Event (with MARS PTF, Finance DTF)
  – IOTA Standardization Plans and Roadmap
  – Proof of Concept update/status (carried forward from FDTF DLT WG)
  – DIDO Test Environment demo (and possible use in PoC)
  – Agent Architectures using Blockchain
    • (Joint with AIgent PSIG)
• Deliverables from this Meeting:
  • None

Future Deliverables (In-Process):
  • IOTA Trinary, Node standard, client, messaging etc. RFCs/RFPs
  • Graph based distributed ledger RFP exploration

• Liaisons
  • MARS PTF and Finance DTF

• Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:
  • IOTA Trinary Specification RFC review
  • IOTA Node Specification RFC review (or draft)
  • Blockchain RFPs planning (with MARS PTF)
  • Proof of Concept technical phase using DIDO-TE
  • DLT Testing Considerations
  • Algent Liaison / presentation